
The survey
This survey was open from 12 July until 16 August 2021, 
online via SurveyMonkey. It was promoted specifically 
to people who ride bikes, through the BRN newsletter, 
the BUG e-list, and Facebook pages. (The BRN e-list 
notice went first to its 900 subscribers, and elicited most 
responses.)
The survey asks for rider opinions on the trial shared 
zones on either side of Fleming Park, in Albert and Victoria 
Streets, where they intersect with John Street and Elesbury 
Avenue respectively and with the cross-overs into the 
shared path through the park. 

Numbers and demographics
There were 67 responses. 91% were from Brunswick (31) 
or Brunswick East (30); 6% (4) from Coburg, plus 1.5% (1) 
each from Brunswick West and Northcote.
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Overview of results  
1. A substantial majority of those taking the survey, 

say that the trial shared zones make them feel safer 
when riding through these intersections.

2. Roughly a quarter report no difference, and up to 
15% feel less safe.

3. The Albert Street treatment is seen as safer, by 
more respondents.  More respondents had passed 
through it.

4. A number of positive changes are noted. These 
include three quarters reporting that traffic is 
slower, and over half reporting drivers pay more 
attention than before the trial

5. Respondents gave a range of suggestions 
including repeated calls for improvements in 
design and stronger traffic management measures, 
and for the zones to cover a larger area. 

6. The most common call was for better signage and 
better communication of how the shared zone 
is intended to work (12 responses, 27% of those 
answering the relevant question).

Survey results
Q1 & Q2: Feeling safer or less safe
In relation to the two trial zones, respondents were asked 
to indicate on a scale whether they felt much safer, safer, 
no different, less safe, or not applicable.
The results show that a clear majority of riders feel safer 
since the trial of the shared zones started. Up to 15% of 
riders feel less safe, similar for both streets. Roughly a 
quarter report no difference.
Albert Street feels safer than Victoria Street. More cyclists 
have ridden through the Albert Street intersection.

Much safer Safer No different Less safe Total 
Albert Street 15  (23%) 25 (39%) 15 (23%) 9 (14%) 64
Victoria Street 11 (20%) 20 (37%) 15 (28%) 8 (15%) 54

Response details
Q1 Albert Street/John Street/Fleming Park entry 
intersection: 62% of respondents felt safer or much safer. 
14% felt less safe. 23% felt no different.
Q2: Victoria Street /Elesbury Avenue/ Fleming Park 
entry intersection:  57% felt safer or much safer.15% felt 
less safe. 28% felt no different:.
Brunswick East responses: In questions 1 and 2, for both 
intersections, most of those ticking “Less safe” are from 
East Brunswick: 7 for Albert Street, 5 for Victoria Street, 
from a total of 30 Brunswick East respondents. 



Q3: Perceptions of safety-related changes 
Number completing 47

The survey asked: If you think one or both the shared zones 
have made riding safe, please tick any relevant changes 
you have noticed. Five possibilities were suggested. 
The highest-rating perceived changes were:
• Traffic slower on this street – 74.5%
• Drivers paying more attention – 57.5%
Other responses with over 35% reporting, were
• More bikes/pedestrians crossing at these points – 

40.5%
• Improved sight lines for north-south riders – 36%
Less traffic was reported by 17%  of respondents

Response Per cent No.
Traffic slower on this street 74.5% 35
Drivers paying more attention on this 
street

57.5% 27

More bikes and/or pedestrians crossing 
at these points

40.5% 19

Improved sight lines for riders exiting 
and entering Fleming Park / John 
Street / Elesbury Avenue

36% 17

Less traffic on this street 17% 8

Q4: Possible improvements 
(Number completing 44, open-ended question)

Suggestions were forthright, but most suggested 
improvements rather than reversing the measures. They 
have been sorted into 18 categories. 
• There are strong calls for better signage and 

communication of how the area works; for better sight 
lines (especially for cyclists) and to remove parking to 
achieve these aims. 

• There are calls to enlarge the shared zone area, saying 
this is needed to make it work better. 

• A number of people feel the artwork confuses rather 
than helping. 

• There are repeated calls for stronger traffic 
management to decrease traffic and speeding, 
including road closures and more effective traffic-
slowing infrastructure. Other improvements to the 
shared zone design include a single-grade area, and 
fixing the bike cross-overs into the park.  

This chart below lists the twelve categories with two or 
more responses.  The full unedited list of responses is 
attached overleaf as an appendix. 

Category No.
Signage/explanation 12
Sightlines 7
Enlarge area 6
Remove more parking 6
Anti-artwork 6
More/ effective speed bumps 5
Road surface 3
One-way traffic 3
Block through traffic 3
On-grade pedestrian area 3
Fix bike cross-overs to park 3
Lower speed limits 2

For further information, contact 
Nancy Atkin (Brunswick Residents Network) 

nancyatkin@optusnet.com.au, 
 or Faith Hunter (Moreland Bicycle User Group), 

postcardsfromthenorth@gmail.com


